Conscience

Historical, comparative and contemporary perspectives.
An interdisciplinary colloquium

Spring semester 2015, Tuesday 18.15-20.00, Lerchenweg 36 F-121
History of philosophy, Institute for philosophy, Berne

Registration & enquiries: richard.king@philo.unibe.ch
24.2 Dennis Schilling, Sinology, Munich

3.3 Christian Maurer, Philosophy, Fribourg
“Taking a View of What Passes Within Oneself - The British Moralists on Conscience.”

10.3 Anke von Kügelgen, Islamic and Oriental Studies, Berne
“Internalised moral authority in Islamic contexts.“

17.3 Florian Häubi, Philosophy, Fribourg
“Nietzsche on shame and conscience.” (Change of venue: F-013)

24.3 Franz Caspar, Psychology, Berne
“Facets of conscience in psychotherapy.”

31.3 Fabrice Teroni, Philosophy, Geneva
“The Emotional Side of Conscience: Shame, Guilt and Morality.”

14.4 Terence Irwin, Philosophy, Oxford
“Lying and Killing: conscience in principles, rules, and cases.”

21.4 Judith Burkardt, Anthropological Institute and Museum, University of Zurich
“The evolutionary origin of prosociality and social norms.”

28.4 René Bloch, Jewish Studies & Classics, Berne
“A birth-fellow and house-mate to every soul’ (De Decalogo 87): Conscience in Philo of Alexandria.”

5.5 Christian Schäfer, Philosophy, Bamberg
“Bonum faciendum. Thomas Aquinas on conscience and supererogation.”

19.5 Paul Strohm, English, Columbia
“Canterbury vs. Geneva: The Success and Failure of Early Modern Conscience.”

26.5 Round table discussion